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VOCABULARY POWER UNITS 3-4

A. Choose the best answer
1. If you publicize something, it means you_____
a. tell lots of people

c. give money to the poor

b. keep a secret

d. feel guilty

2. An effective medicine is ______
a. helpful

b. deadly

c. experimental

d. unhelpful

3. A country that is becoming modern is called a ______ country.
a. developed

b. developing

c. improving

d. improved

4. If you have trouble handling a problem, ask Canny, she has good ______.
a. skill

b. serve

c. system

d. sense

5. That life exists on other planets is only a theory. Scientists aren’t _______ of it.
a. certain

b. proven

c. effective

d. doubtful

6. Learning is a _____, just like the ability to hit a golf or tennis ball really well.
a. pattern

b. skill

c. habit

d. reward

7. Artists, writers and fashion designers are all very _____ people.
a. shallow

b. creative

c. public

d. developing

8. If the price of IPhone rises, it means that the price _____.
a. goes down

b. stays the same

c. goes away

d. goes up

9. The lesson follows a regular _____. First they check the homework, then they translate words, and then they do
an exercise.
a. comparison

b. pattern

c. development

d. record

10. You can get hot food at gas stations, but you have to _______ it yourself.
a. serve

b. feast

c. share

d. load

B. Fill in the blanks with one of the words from the box.
comparison

creature

sense

exist

public

shallow

1. The largest ____________ on this planet is the blue whale.
2. If an animal ____________, then you might see one in nature.
3. Don’t be afraid. You can swim easily. The water is ____________ here.
4. Please do not smoke in ____________ places.
5. I have no ____________ of direction so I always travel with a compass.
6. In ____________ with yours, my car is very small.
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C. Match each key word with its definition.
1. exist _____

a. a scientific test done to Show a reaction or prove an idea.

2. certain _____

b. a good understanding and ability to make decisions.

3. rise _____

c. to be real or alive.

4. experiment _____

d. to increase in number, amount, or quality.

5. sense _____

e. completely sure

D. Choose the best answer
1. The jumper made a (n) _____ attempt to break the World record.
a. bold

b. shallow

c. certain

d. degree

2. If you are _____ that you know the answer, raise your hand and let the teacher know.
a. certain

b. consider

c. degree

d. risk

3. Jane had a very scary dream. She dreamed that there were _____ living under her bed!
a. diseases

b. creatures

c. damages

d. sticks

4. This room is always so cold! I think it is 2 _____ Celsius in here!
a. loads

b. sense

c. contains

d. degrees

5. Do dinosaurs really _____? Some people think so.
a. settle

b. develop

c. record

d. exist

6. You will notice that sentences in English follow the _____ of subject-verb-object.
a. occasion

b. degree

c. patterns

d. system

7. The sun _____ in the east and sets in the West.
a. rises

b. settles

c. shallows

d. causes

8. Most IMG students think the cafeteria _____ terrible food.
a. compares

b. feasts

c. serves

d. loads

9. The golfer hit his ball in a very _____ pond. He was able to hit it to the green.
a. mean

b. shallow

c. public

d. shore

E. Decide whether the Word in bold is used as a noun, verb, adjective or adverb
1. This container is completely watertight.
2. The engineers worked hard to develop a new machine.
3. Don’t be afraid to experiment.
4. Are there public restrooms in this building?
5. My sister asked me a question boldly.
6. Ghost existence does not prove there is life after death.
7. This tape isn’t sticky. We need another one.
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ANSWER KEY: A. 1. a 2. a 3.b 4.d 5.a 6.b 7.b 8.d 9. b 10.a
B. 1. creature 2. exist 3. shallow 4. public 5. sense 6. comparison
C. 1.c

2.e

3.d

4.a

5.b

D. 1.a 2.a 3.b 4.d 5.d 6.c 7.a 8.c 9.b
E. 1.noun

2.verb

3.verb

4.adjective

5. adverb 6. noun 7.adjective
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